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7s contain -MP- 

AMPERES AEEMPRS AMPERE, unit of electric current strength [n] 

AMPHORA AAHMOPR narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

AMPLEST AELMPST AMPLE, abundant (present in great quantity) [adj] 

AMPLIFY AFILMPY to make larger or more powerful [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

AMPOULE AELMOPU ampule (small glass vial) [n -S] 

AMPULES AELMPSU AMPULE, small glass vial [n] 

AMPULLA AALLMPU globular bottle used in ancient Rome [n -E] 

AMPUTEE AEEMPTU one that has had limb amputated [n -S] 

ARMPITS AIMPRST ARMPIT, hollow under arm at shoulder [n] 

ATTEMPT AEMPTTT to make effort to do or accomplish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BENEMPT BEEMNPT BENAME, to name (to give title to) [v] 

BUMPERS BEMPRSU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUMPIER BEIMPRU BUMPY, of uneven surface [adj] 

BUMPILY BILMPUY BUMPY, of uneven surface [adv] 

BUMPING BGIMNPU BUMP, to knock against [v] 

BUMPKIN BIKMNPU unsophisticated rustic [n -S] 

CAMPERS ACEMPRS CAMPER, one that camps (to live in open) [n] 

CAMPHOL ACHLMOP borneol (alcohol (flammable liquid)) [n -S] 

CAMPHOR ACHMOPR volatile compound [n -S] 

CAMPIER ACEIMPR CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

CAMPILY ACILMPY in campy (comically exaggerated) manner [adv] 

CAMPING ACGIMNP act of living outdoors [n -S] / CAMP, to live in open [v] 

CAMPION ACIMNOP herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -S] 

CAMPONG ACGMNOP kampong (small village) [n -S] 

CAMPOUT ACMOPTU camping out by group [n -S] 

CHAMPAC AACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S] 

CHAMPAK AACHKMP East Indian tree [n -S] 

CHAMPED ACDEHMP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHAMPER ACEHMPR one that champs (to chew noisily) [n] 

CHOMPED CDEHMOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHOMPER CEHMOPR one that chomps (to champ (to chew noisily)) [n -S] 

CHUMPED CDEHMPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CLAMPED ACDELMP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLAMPER ACELMPR device worn on shoes to prevent slipping on ice [n -S] 

CLOMPED CDELMOP CLOMP, to walk heavily and clumsily [v] 

CLUMPED CDELMPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPER CELMPRU large floating chunk of ice [n -S] 

CLUMPET CELMPTU clumper (large floating chunk of ice) [n -S] 

COEMPTS CEMOPST COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 

COMPACT ACCMOPT closely and firmly united [adj -ER, -EST] / to pack closely together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPANY ACMNOPY to associate with [v -NIED, -ING, -NIES] 

COMPARE ACEMOPR to represent as similar [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COMPART ACMOPRT to divide into parts [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPASS ACMOPSS to go around [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPEER CEEMOPR to equal or match [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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COMPELS CELMOPS COMPEL, to urge forcefully [v] 

COMPEND CDEMNOP brief summary [n -S] 

COMPERE CEEMOPR to act as master of ceremonies [v -D, -RING, -S] 

COMPETE CEEMOPT to vie (to strive for superiority) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COMPILE CEILMOP to collect into volume [v -D, -LING, -S] 

COMPING CGIMNOP playing of jazz accompaniment [n -S] / COMP, to play jazz accompaniment [v] 

COMPLEX CELMOPX complicated [adj -ER, -EST] / to make complex [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLIN CILMNOP compline (last liturgical prayer of day) [n -S] 

COMPLOT CLMOOPT to conspire (to plan secretly with another) [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

COMPONE CEMNOOP compony (composed of squares of alternating colors) [adj] 

COMPONY CMNOOPY composed of squares of alternating colors [adj] 

COMPORT CMOOPRT to conduct oneself in certain way [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPOSE CEMOOPS to form substance of [v -D, -ING, -S] 

COMPOST CMOOPST to fertilize [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPOTE CEMOOPT fruit stewed in syrup [n -S] 

COMPTED CDEMOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

COMPUTE CEMOPTU to calculate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CRAMPED ACDEMPR CRAMP, to restrain or confine [v] 

CRAMPIT ACIMPRT piece of equipment used in curling [n -S] 

CRAMPON ACMNOPR device for raising heavy objects [n -S] 

CRIMPED CDEIMPR CRIMP, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

CRIMPER CEIMPRR one that crimps (to pleat (to fold in even manner)) [n -S] 

CRIMPLE CEILMPR to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRUMPED CDEMPRU CRUMP, to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CRUMPET CEMPRTU small cake cooked on griddle [n -S] 

CRUMPLE CELMPRU to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CRUMPLY CLMPRUY easily wrinkled [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

DAMPENS ADEMNPS DAMPEN, to moisten (to make or become moist) [v] 

DAMPERS ADEMPRS DAMPER, one that damps (to lessen in intensity) [n] 

DAMPEST ADEMPST DAMP, moist (slightly wet) [adj] 

DAMPING ADGIMNP ability of device to prevent instability [n -S] / DAMP, to lessen in intensity [v] 

DAMPISH ADHIMPS somewhat damp [adj] 

DECAMPS ACDEMPS DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DIMPLED DDEILMP DIMPLE, to mark with indentations [v] 

DIMPLES DEILMPS DIMPLE, to mark with indentations [v] 

DUMPERS DEMPRSU DUMPER, one that dumps (to let fall heavily) [n] 

DUMPIER DEIMPRU DUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

DUMPILY DILMPUY in dumpy (short and thick) manner [adv] 

DUMPING DGIMNPU selling of large quantities of goods at below market price [n -S] / DUMP, to let fall heavily [v] 

DUMPISH DHIMPSU sad (unhappy (not happy (marked by joy))) [adj] 

EMPALED ADEELMP EMPALE, to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v] 

EMPALER AEELMPR one that empales (to impale (to pierce with pointed object)) [n -S] 

EMPALES AEELMPS EMPALE, to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v] 

EMPANEL AEELMNP to impanel (to enter on list for jury duty) [v  -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

EMPATHY AEHMPTY imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [n -HIES]  

EMPEROR EEMOPRR ruler of empire [n -S] 
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EMPIRES EEIMPRS EMPIRE, major political unit [n] 

EMPIRIC CEIIMPR one who relies on practical experience [n -S] 

EMPLACE ACEELMP to position (to put in particular location) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

EMPLANE AEELMNP to enplane (to board airplane) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

EMPLOYE EELMOPY employee (person who is employed) [n -S] 

EMPLOYS ELMOPSY EMPLOY, to hire (to engage services of for payment) [v] 

EMPOWER EEMOPRW to give legal power to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMPRESS EEMPRSS female ruler of empire [n -ES] 

EMPRISE EEIMPRS adventurous undertaking [n -S] 

EMPRIZE EEIMPRZ emprise (adventurous undertaking) [n -S] 

EMPTIED DEEIMPT EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTIER EEIMPRT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj] / one that empties (to remove contents of) [n -S] 

EMPTIES EEIMPST EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPTILY EILMPTY in empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) manner [adv] 

EMPTINS EIMNPST liquid leavening [n -S] 

EMPYEMA AEEMMPY collection of pus in body cavity [n -S, -TA] 

ENCAMPS ACEMNPS ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

EXAMPLE AEELMPX to show by representation [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EXEMPTS EEMPSTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

FLUMPED DEFLMPU FLUMP, to fall heavily [v] 

GALUMPH AGHLMPU to move clumsily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GAZUMPS AGMPSUZ GAZUMP, to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon [v] 

GIMPIER EGIIMPR GIMPY, limping [adj] 

GIMPING GGIIMNP GIMP, to limp (to walk lamely) [v] 

GLIMPSE EGILMPS to see for instant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GRAMPAS AAGMPRS GRAMPA, grandfather [n] 

GRAMPUS AGMPRSU marine mammal [n -ES] 

GRUMPED DEGMPRU GRUMP, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

GRUMPHY GHMPRUY grumphie (pig) [n -HIES] 

GUIMPES EGIMPSU GUIMPE, short blouse [n] 

HAMPERS AEHMPRS HAMPER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

HARUMPH AHHMPRU to harrumph (to make guttural sound) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEMPIER EEHIMPR HEMPIE, hempy (mischievous) [adj] / HEMPY [adj] 

HUMPERS EHMPRSU HUMPER, one that humps (to arch into hump (rounded protuberance)) [n] 

HUMPHED DEHHMPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

HUMPIER EHIMPRU HUMPY, full of humps [adj] 

HUMPIES EHIMPSU HUMPY, primitive hut in Australia [n] 

HUMPING GHIMNPU HUMP, to arch into hump (rounded protuberance) [v] 

IMPACTS ACIMPST IMPACT, to pack firmly together [v] 

IMPAINT AIIMNPT to paint or depict [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPAIRS AIIMPRS IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

IMPALAS AAILMPS IMPALA, African antelope [n] 

IMPALED ADEILMP IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

IMPALER AEILMPR one that impales (to pierce with pointed object) [n -S] 

IMPALES AEILMPS IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

IMPANEL AEILMNP to enter on list for jury duty [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING -S] 
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IMPARKS AIKMPRS IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

IMPARTS AIMPRST IMPART, to make known [v] 

IMPASSE AEIMPSS road or passage having no exit [n -S] 

IMPASTE AEIMPST to make into paste [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IMPASTO AIMOPST painting technique [n -S] 

IMPAVID ADIIMPV brave (showing courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [adj] 

IMPAWNS AIMNPSW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

IMPEACH ACEHIMP to charge with misconduct in office [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPEARL AEILMPR to make pearly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPEDED DDEEIMP IMPEDE, to obstruct progress of [v] 

IMPEDER DEEIMPR one that impedes (to obstruct progress of) [n -S] 

IMPEDES DEEIMPS IMPEDE, to obstruct progress of [v] 

IMPENDS DEIMNPS IMPEND, to be imminent [v] 

IMPERIL EIILMPR to place in jeopardy [v -ED, -LLED -ING, -LLING, -S] 

IMPETUS EIMPSTU impelling force [n -ES] 

IMPHEES EEHIMPS IMPHEE, African grass [n] 

IMPIETY EIIMPTY lack of piety [n -TIES] 

IMPINGE EGIIMNP to collide (to come together with violent impact) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

IMPINGS GIIMNPS IMPING, process of grafting [n] 

IMPIOUS IIMOPSU not pious (marked by religious reverence) [adj] 

IMPLANT AILMNPT to set securely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPLEAD ADEILMP to sue in court of law [v IMPLED, -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPLIED DEIILMP IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 

IMPLIES EIILMPS IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 

IMPLODE DEILMOP to collapse inward [v -D, -DING, -S] 

IMPLORE EILMOPR to beg for urgently [v -D, -RING, -S]  

IMPONED DEIMNOP IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPONES EIMNOPS IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPORTS IMOPRST IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v] 

IMPOSED DEIMOPS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory [v] 

IMPOSER EIMOPRS one that imposes (to establish as compulsory) [n -S] 

IMPOSES EIMOPSS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory [v] 

IMPOSTS IMOPSST IMPOST, to determine customs duties [v] 

IMPOUND DIMNOPU to seize and retain in legal custody [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPOWER EIMOPRW to empower (to give legal power to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPREGN EGIMNPR to make pregnant [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPRESA AEIMPRS type of emblem [n -S] 

IMPRESE EEIMPRS impresa (type of emblem) [n -S] 

IMPRESS EIMPRSS to affect strongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPREST EIMPRST loan or advance of money [n -S] 

IMPRINT IIMNPRT to produce mark by pressure [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPROVE EIMOPRV to make better [v -D, -VING, -S] 

IMPROVS IMOPRSV IMPROV, improvisation [n] 

IMPUGNS GIMNPSU IMPUGN, to make insinuations against [v] 

IMPULSE EILMPSU to give impetus to [v -ED, -SING, -S] 

IMPURER EIMPRRU IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adj] 
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IMPUTED DEIMPTU IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 

IMPUTER EIMPRTU one that imputes (to credit to person or cause) [n -S] 

IMPUTES EIMPSTU IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 

JIMPEST EIJMPST JIMP, natty (neatly dressed) [adj] 

JUMPERS EJMPRSU JUMPER, one that jumps (to spring off ground) [n] 

JUMPIER EIJMPRU JUMPY, nervous (easily excited) [adj] 

JUMPILY IJLMPUY JUMPY, nervous (easily excited) [adv] 

JUMPING GIJMNPU act of one that jumps [n -S] / JUMP, to spring off ground [v] 

JUMPOFF FFJMOPU starting point [n -S] 

KAMPONG AGKMNOP small village [n -S] 

KEMPIER EEIKMPR KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

LAMPADS AADLMPS LAMPAD, candlestick [n] 

LAMPERS AELMPRS lampas (inflammation of roof of horse's mouth) [n -ES] 

LAMPING AGILMNP LAMP, to look at [v] 

LAMPION AILMNOP type of light-generating device [n -S] 

LAMPLIT AILLMPT lighted by lamp [adj] 

LAMPOON ALMNOOP to ridicule in satirical composition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

LAMPREY AELMPRY eellike fish [n -S] 

LEMPIRA AEILMPR monetary unit of Honduras [n -S] 

LIMPERS EILMPRS LIMPER, one that limps (to walk lamely) [n] 

LIMPEST EILMPST LIMP, lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh)) [adj] 

LIMPETS EILMPST LIMPET, type of mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n] 

LIMPING GIILMNP LIMP, to walk lamely [v] 

LIMPKIN IIKLMNP wading bird [n -S] 

LIMPSEY EILMPSY limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

LUMPENS ELMNPSU LUMPEN, uprooted individual [n] 

LUMPERS ELMPRSU LUMPER, laborer employed to load and unload ships [n] 

LUMPIAS AILMPSU LUMPIA, Indonesian spring roll [n] 

LUMPIER EILMPRU LUMPY, full of lumps [adj] 

LUMPILY ILLMPUY LUMPY, full of lumps [adv] 

LUMPING GILMNPU LUMP, to make into lumps (shapeless masses) [v] 

LUMPISH HILMPSU stupid (mentally slow) [adj] 

METUMPS EMMPSTU METUMP, tumpline (strap for supporting load on back) [n] 

MUMPERS EMMPRSU MUMPER, one that mumps (to beg (to plead)) [n] 

MUMPING GIMMNPU MUMP, to beg (to plead (to ask for earnestly)) [v] 

MUMPISH HIMMPSU sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment) [adj] 

NYMPHAE AEHMNPY NYMPHA, fold of vulva [n] 

NYMPHAL AHLMNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHED DEHMNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

NYMPHET EHMNPTY young nymph [n -S] 

NYMPHOS HMNOPSY NYMPHO, woman obsessed by sexual desire [n] 

OOMPAHS AHMOOPS OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

PAMPEAN AAEMNPP native of pampas [n -S] 

PAMPERO AEMOPPR cold, dry wind [n -S] 

PAMPERS AEMPPRS PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

PEMPHIX EHIMPPX skin disease [n -ES] 
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PIMPING GIIMNPP practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n -S] / PIMP, to solicit clients for prostitute [v] 

PIMPLED DEILMPP PIMPLE, inflamed swelling of skin [adj] 

PIMPLES EILMPPS PIMPLE, inflamed swelling of skin [n] 

PLUMPED DELMPPU PLUMP, to make plump [v] 

PLUMPEN ELMNPPU to plump (to make plump) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLUMPER ELMPPRU PLUMP, well-rounded and full in form [adj] / heavy fall [n -S] 

PLUMPLY LLMPPUY in plump (well-rounded and full in form) way [adv] 

POMPANO AMNOOPP marine food fish [n -S] 

POMPOMS MMOOPPS POMPOM, antiaircraft cannon [n] 

POMPONS MNOOPPS POMPON, ornamental tuft or ball [n] 

POMPOUS MOOPPSU marked by exaggerated self-importance [adj] 

PREAMPS AEMPPRS PREAMP, amplifier (device for amplifying) [n] 

PREEMPT EEMPPRT to acquire by prior right [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRIMPED DEIMPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PROMPTS MOPPRST PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PUMPERS EMPPRSU PUMPER, one that pumps (to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids)) [n] 

PUMPING GIMNPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [v] 

PUMPKIN IKMNPPU large, edible fruit [n -S] 

RAMPAGE AAEGMPR to move about wildly or violently [v -D, -GING, -S] 

RAMPANT AAMNPRT unrestrained (not restrained (to hold back from action)) [adj] 

RAMPART AAMPRRT to furnish with fortifying embankment [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RAMPIKE AEIKMPR standing dead tree [n -S] 

RAMPING AGIMNPR RAMP, to rise or stand on hind legs [v] 

RAMPION AIMNOPR European plant [n -S] 

RAMPOLE AELMOPR rampike (standing dead tree) [n -S] 

REPUMPS EMPPRSU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

REVAMPS AEMPRSV REVAMP, to make over [v] 

RIMPLED DEILMPR RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RIMPLES EILMPRS RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

ROMPERS EMOPRRS ROMPER, one that romps (to play boisterously) [n] 

ROMPING GIMNOPR ROMP, to play boisterously [v] 

ROMPISH HIMOPRS inclined to romp [adj] 

RUMPLED DELMPRU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPLES ELMPRSU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPOTS MOPRSTU RUMPOT, alcoholic (someone suffering from alcoholism) [n] 

SAMPANS AAMNPSS SAMPAN, flat-bottomed Chinese skiff [n] 

SAMPLED ADELMPS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SAMPLER AELMPRS one that samples (to test representative portion of whole) [n -S] 

SAMPLES AELMPSS SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SCAMPED ACDEMPS SCAMP, to perform in hasty or careless manner [v] 

SCAMPER ACEMPRS to run playfully about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCRIMPS CIMPRSS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCRIMPY CIMPRSY meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCRUMPY CMPRSUY rough cider [n -PIES] 

SHAMPOO AHMOOPS to cleanse with special preparation [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHLUMPS HLMPSSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 
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SHLUMPY HLMPSUY slovenly (habitually untidy or unclean) [adj] 

SHRIMPS HIMPRSS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SHRIMPY HIMPRSY abounding in shrimp [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SIMPERS EIMPRSS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

SIMPLER EILMPRS SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SIMPLES EILMPSS SIMPLE, something that is simple [n] 

SIMPLEX EILMPSX simple word [n -ES, -LICES, -LICIA] 

SKIMPED DEIKMPS SKIMP, to scrimp (to be very or overly thrifty) [v] 

SLIMPSY ILMPSSY slimsy (flimsy (lacking solidity or strength)) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

SLUMPED DELMPSU SLUMP, to fall or sink suddenly [v] 

STAMPED ADEMPST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily [v] 

STAMPER AEMPRST one that stamps (to bring foot down heavily) [n -S] 

STOMPED DEMOPST STOMP, to tread heavily [v] 

STOMPER EMOPRST one that stomps (to tread heavily) [n -S] 

STUMPED DEMPSTU STUMP, to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

STUMPER EMPRSTU baffling question [n -S] 

SUMPTER EMPRSTU pack animal [n -S] 

SWAMPED ADEMPSW SWAMP, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

SWAMPER AEMPRSW one that lives in swampy area [n -S] 

SYMPTOM MMOPSTY indication of something [n -S] 

TAMPALA AAALMPT annual herb [n -S] 

TAMPANS AAMNPST TAMPAN, biting insect [n] 

TAMPERS AEMPRST TAMPER, to interfere in harmful manner [v] 

TAMPING AGIMNPT act of packing down by tapping [n -S] / TAMP, to pack down by tapping [v] 

TAMPION AIMNOPT plug for muzzle of cannon [n -S] 

TAMPONS AMNOPST TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TEMPEHS EEHMPST TEMPEH, Asian food [n] 

TEMPERA AEEMPRT technique of painting [n -S] 

TEMPERS EEMPRST TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent [v] 

TEMPEST EEMPSTT to agitate violently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TEMPING EGIMNPT TEMP, to work as temporary employee [v] 

TEMPLAR AELMPRT lawyer or student of law in London [n -S] 

TEMPLED DEELMPT TEMPLE, house of worship [adj] 

TEMPLES EELMPST TEMPLE, house of worship [n] 

TEMPLET EELMPTT template (pattern used as guide in making something) [n -S] 

TEMPTED DEEMPTT TEMPT, to entice to commit unwise or immoral act [v] 

TEMPTER EEMPRTT one that tempts (to entice to commit unwise or immoral act) [n -S] 

TEMPURA AEMPRTU Japanese dish [n -S] 

THUMPED DEHMPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

THUMPER EHMPRTU one that thumps (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [n -S] 

TIMPANO AIMNOPT kettledrum [n -NI] 

TOMPION IMNOOPT tampion (plug for muzzle of cannon) [n -S] 

TRAMPED ADEMPRT TRAMP, to walk with firm, heavy step [v] 

TRAMPER AEMPRRT one that tramps (to walk with firm, heavy step) [n -S] 

TRAMPLE AELMPRT to tread on heavily [v -D, -LING, -S] 

TRIMPOT IMOPRTT small instrument for adjusting resistance or voltage [n -S] 
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TRIUMPH HIMPRTU to be victorious [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TROMPED DEMOPRT TROMP, to tramp (to walk with firm, heavy step) [v] 

TROMPES EMOPRST TROMPE, device used for supplying air to furnace [n] 

TRUMPED DEMPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

TRUMPET EMPRTTU to sound on trumpet (brass wind instrument) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TUMPING GIMNPTU TUMP, to tip over [v] 

TYMPANO AMNOPTY timpano (kettledrum) [n -NI] 

TYMPANS AMNPSTY TYMPAN, drum [n] 

TYMPANY AMNPTYY swelling of abdomen [n -NIES] 

UMPIRED DEIMPRU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UMPIRES EIMPRSU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UMPTEEN EEMNPTU indefinitely numerous [adj] 

UMPTIER EIMPRTU UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UNKEMPT EKMNPTU untidy (not tidy (neat and orderly)) [adj] 

UPTEMPO EMOPPTU fast or lively tempo [n -S] 

VAMPERS AEMPRSV VAMPER, one that vamps (to repair or patch) [n] 

VAMPIER AEIMPRV VAMPY, seductive [adj] 

VAMPING AGIMNPV VAMP, to repair or patch [v] 

VAMPIRE AEIMPRV reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [n -S] 

VAMPISH AHIMPSV seductive [adj] 

WAMPISH AHIMPSW to throw about [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WAMPUMS AMMPSUW WAMPUM, form of currency formerly used by Native Americans [n] 

WHIMPER EHIMPRW to cry with plaintive, broken sounds [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

WHOMPED DEHMOPW WHOMP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHOOMPH HHMOOPW whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n -S] 

WHOOMPS HMOOPSW WHOOMP, sudden loud sound [n] 

WHUMPED DEHMPUW WHUMP, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

WIMPIER EIIMPRW WIMPY, weak, ineffectual [adj] 

WIMPING GIIMNPW WIMP, to act in timid manner [v] 

WIMPISH HIIMPSW wimpy (weak, ineffectual) [adj] 

WIMPLED DEILMPW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

WIMPLES EILMPSW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

YOMPING GIMNOPY YOMP, to march with heavy equipment over difficult terrain [v] 

 

7s end -MP 

BEDLAMP ABDELMP lamp near bed [n -S] 

BETHUMP BEHMPTU to thump soundly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMSYMP CMMOPSY offensive word [n -S] 

KATHUMP AHKMPTU loud thudding sound [n -S] 

MUGWUMP GMMPUUW political independent [n -S] 

OFFRAMP AFFMOPR road leading off expressway [n -S] 

OILCAMP ACILMOP living area for workers at oil well [n -S] 

OUTJUMP JMOPTUU to surpass in jumping [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RESTAMP AEMPRST to stamp again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SCHLUMP CHLMPSU to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUNLAMP ALMNPSU lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n -S] 
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UNCLAMP ACLMNPU to free from clamp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -MP- 

ABAMPERE AABEEMPR unit of electric current [n -S] 

AMPACITY AACIMPTY current that wire can transmit [n -TIES] 

AMPERAGE AAEEGMPR strength of electric current expressed in amperes [n -S] 

AMPHIBIA AABHIIMP organisms adapted for life both on land and in water [n AMPHIBIA] 

AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

AMPHIPOD ADHIMOPP small crustacean [n -S] 

AMPHORAL AAHLMOPR AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [adj] 

AMPLEXUS AELMPSUX mating embrace of frogs [n -ES] 

AMPULLAR AALLMPRU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [adj] 

AMPUTATE AAEMPTTU to cut off by surgical means [v -D, -TING, -S] 

ATTEMPER AEEMPRTT to modify temperature of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BEDIMPLE BDEEILMP to dimple (to mark with indentations) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BEPIMPLE BEEILMPP to cover with pimples [v -D, -LING, -S] 

BLIMPERY BEILMPRY pompous behavior [n -RIES] 

BLIMPISH BHIILMPS BLIMP, nonrigid aircraft [adj] 

BUMPERED BDEEMPRU BUMPER, to fill to brim [v] 

BUMPIEST BEIMPSTU BUMPY, of uneven surface [adj] 

CAMPAGNA AAACGMNP flat, open plain [n -NE] 

CAMPAIGN AACGIMNP to conduct series of operations to reach specific goal [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CAMPFIRE ACEFIMPR outdoor fire [n -S] ] 

CAMPHENE ACEEHMNP camphine (explosive liquid) [n -S] 

CAMPHINE ACEHIMNP explosive liquid [n -S] 

CAMPHIRE ACEHIMPR flowering plant [n -S] 

CAMPIEST ACEIMPST CAMPY, comically exaggerated [adj] 

CAMPOREE ACEEMOPR gathering of Boy Scouts [n -S] 

CAMPSITE ACEIMPST area suitable for camping [n -S] 

CAMPUSED ACDEMPSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CAMPUSES ACEMPSSU CAMPUS, to restrict student to school grounds [v] 

CHAMPACA AAACCHMP champak (East Indian tree) [n -S] 

CHAMPERS ACEHMPRS champagne [n CHAMPERS] 

CHAMPING ACGHIMNP CHAMP, to chew noisily [v] 

CHAMPION ACHIMNOP to defend or support [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHOMPING CGHIMNOP CHOMP, to champ (to chew noisily) [v] 

CHUMPING CGHIMNPU CHUMP, to munch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

CLAMPING ACGILMNP CLAMP, to fasten with clamp (securing device) [v] 

CLOMPING CGILMNOP CLOMP, to walk heavily and clumsily [v] 

CLUMPIER CEILMPRU CLUMPY, lumpy (full of lumps) [adj] 

CLUMPING CGILMNPU CLUMP, to form into thick mass [v] 

CLUMPISH CHILMPSU resembling clump (thick mass) [adj] 

COEMPLOY CELMOOPY to employ together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COEMPTED CDEEMOPT COEMPT, to buy up entire supply of product [v] 
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COMPADRE ACDEMOPR close friend [n -S] 

COMPARER ACEMOPRR one that compares (to represent as similar) [n -S] 

COMPILER CEILMOPR one that compiles (to collect into volume) [n -S] 

COMPLAIN ACILMNOP to express discontent [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLEAT ACELMOPT to complete (to bring to end) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPLETE CEELMOPT having all necessary parts [adj -R, -ST] / to bring to end [v -D, -TING, -S] 

COMPLICE CCEILMOP associate [n -S] 

COMPLIED CDEILMOP COMPLY, to obey (to follow commands or guidance of) [v] 

COMPLIER CEILMOPR one that complies (to obey (to follow commands or guidance of)) [n -S] 

COMPLIES CEILMOPS COMPLY, to obey (to follow commands or guidance of) [v] 

COMPLINE CEILMNOP last liturgical prayer of day [n -S] 

COMPOSER CEMOOPRS one that writes music [n -S] 

COMPOUND CDMNOOPU to add to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPRESS CEMOPRSS to compact (to pack closely together) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COMPRISE CEIMOPRS to include or contain [v -D, -SING, -S] 

COMPRIZE CEIMOPRZ to comprise (to include or contain) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

COMPTING CGIMNOPT COMPT, to count (to list or mention units of one by one to ascertain total) [v] 

COMPUTER CEMOPRTU machine that computes automatically [n -S] 

CONTEMPO CEMNOOPT contemporary [adj] 

CONTEMPT CEMNOPTT feeling of one who views something as mean, vile, or worthless [n -S] 

CRAMPIER ACEIMPRR CRAMPY, affected with cramp [adj] 

CRAMPING ACGIMNPR CRAMP, to restrain or confine [v] 

CRAMPOON ACMNOOPR crampon (device for raising heavy objects) [n -S] 

CRIMPIER CEIIMPRR CRIMPY, wavy (having waves) [adj] 

CRIMPING CGIIMNPR CRIMP, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

CRUMPING CGIMNPRU CRUMP, to crunch (to chew with crackling sound) [v] 

DAMPENED ADDEEMNP DAMPEN, to moisten (to make or become moist) [v] 

DAMPENER ADEEMNPR one that dampens (to moisten (to make or become moist)) [n -S] 

DAMPNESS ADEMNPSS state of being damp (moist (slightly wet)) [n -ES] 

DECAMPED ACDDEEMP DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DEMPSTER DEEMPRST deemster (judicial officer of Isle of Man) [n -S] 

DIMPLIER DEIILMPR DIMPLY, dimpled [adj] 

DIMPLING DGIILMNP DIMPLE, to mark with indentations [v] 

DUMPCART ACDMPRTU type of cart [n -S] 

DUMPIEST DEIMPSTU DUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

DUMPLING DGILMNPU ball of dough cooked with stew or soup [n -S] 

DUMPSITE DEIMPSTU place for dumping rubbish [n -S] 

DUMPSTER DEMPRSTU trademark [n -S] 

EMPALING AEGILMNP EMPALE, to impale (to pierce with pointed object) [v] 

EMPANADA AAADEMNP pastry turnover [n -S] 

EMPATHIC ACEHIMPT EMPATHY, imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings [adj] 

EMPERIES EEEIMPRS EMPERY, absolute dominion [n] 

EMPHASIS AEHIMPSS special significance imparted to something [n -SES] 

EMPHATIC ACEHIMPT strongly expressive [adj] 

EMPLOYEE EEELMOPY person who is employed [n -S] 
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EMPLOYER EELMOPRY one that employs (to hire (to engage services of for payment)) [n -S] 

EMPOISON EIMNOOPS to embitter (to make bitter) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EMPORIUM EIMMOPRU trading or market center [n -IA, -S] 

EMPTIEST EEIMPSTT EMPTY, containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude) [adj] 

EMPTINGS EGIMNPST emptins (liquid leavening) [n -S] 

EMPTYING EGIMNPTY EMPTY, to remove contents of [v] 

EMPURPLE EELMPPRU to tinge with purple [v -D, -LING, -S] 

EMPYEMIC CEEIMMPY EMPYEMA, collection of pus in body cavity [adj] 

EMPYREAL AEELMPRY pertaining to sky [adj] 

EMPYREAN AEEMNPRY highest heaven [n -S] 

ENCAMPED ACDEEMNP ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENSAMPLE AEELMNPS example [n -S] 

ERUMPENT EEMNPRTU bursting forth [adj] 

EXEMPLAR AEELMPRX one that is worthy of being copied [n -S] 

EXEMPLUM EELMMPUX example [n -LA] 

EXEMPTED DEEEMPTX EXEMPT, to free from obligation required of others [v] 

FLUMPING FGILMNPU FLUMP, to fall heavily [v] 

FRUMPIER EFIMPRRU FRUMPY, dowdy (lacking in stylishness or neatness) [adj] 

FRUMPILY FILMPRUY FRUMPY, dowdy (lacking in stylishness or neatness) [adv] 

FRUMPISH FHIMPRSU FRUMP, dowdy woman [adj] 

GAZUMPED ADEGMPUZ GAZUMP, to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon [v] 

GAZUMPER AEGMPRUZ one that gazumps (to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon) [n -S] 

GIMPIEST EGIIMPST GIMPY, limping [adj] 

GLIMPSER EGILMPRS one that glimpses (to see for instant) [n -S] 

GLUMPIER EGILMPRU GLUMPY, glum (being in low spirits) [adj] 

GLUMPILY GILLMPUY GLUMPY, glum (being in low spirits) [adv] 

GRAMPIES AEGIMPRS GRAMPY, grampa (grandfather) [n] 

GRUMPHIE EGHIMPRU pig [n -S] 

GRUMPIER EGIMPRRU GRUMPY, ill-tempered [adj] 

GRUMPILY GILMPRUY GRUMPY, ill-tempered [adv] 

GRUMPING GGIMNPRU GRUMP, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

GRUMPISH GHIMPRSU grumpy (ill-tempered) [adj] 

GUMPTION GIMNOPTU shrewdness (quality of being shrewd (having keen insight)) [n -S] 

HAMPERED ADEEHMPR HAMPER, to hinder (to impede (to obstruct progress of)) [v] 

HAMPERER AEEHMPRR one that hampers (to hinder (to impede)) [n -S] 

HARRUMPH AHHMPRRU to make guttural sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HEMPIEST EEHIMPST HEMPIE, hempy (mischievous) [adj] / HEMPY [adj] 

HEMPLIKE EEHIKLMP resembling hemp (tall herb) [adj] 

HEMPSEED DEEEHMPS  seed of hemp [n -S] 

HEMPWEED DEEEHMPW climbing plant [n -S] 

HUMPBACK ABCHKMPU humped back [n -S] 

HUMPHING GHHIMNPU HUMPH, to utter grunt [v] 

HUMPIEST EHIMPSTU HUMPY, full of humps [adj] 

HUMPLESS EHLMPSSU lacking hump [adj] 

IMPACTED ACDEIMPT IMPACT, to pack firmly together [v] 

IMPACTER ACEIMPRT one that impacts (to pack firmly together) [n -S] 
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IMPACTOR ACIMOPRT impacter (one that impacts (to pack firmly together)) [n -S] 

IMPAIRED ADEIIMPR IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

IMPAIRER AEIIMPRR one that impairs (to make worse) [n -S] 

IMPALING AGIILMNP IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

IMPARITY AIIMPRTY lack of equality [n -TIES] 

IMPARKED ADEIKMPR IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

IMPARTED ADEIMPRT IMPART, to make known [v] 

IMPARTER AEIMPRRT one that imparts (to make known) [n -S] 

IMPAWNED ADEIMNPW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

IMPEDING DEGIIMNP IMPEDE, to obstruct progress of [v] 

IMPELLED DEEILLMP IMPEL, to force into action [v] 

IMPELLER EEILLMPR one that impels (to force into action) [n -S] 

IMPELLOR EILLMOPR impeller (one that impels (to force into action)) [n -S] 

IMPENDED DDEEIMNP IMPEND, to be imminent [v] 

IMPERIAL AEIILMPR emperor or empress [n -S] 

IMPERIUM EIIMMPRU absolute power [n -IA, -S] 

IMPETIGO EGIIMOPT skin disease [n -S] 

IMPINGER EGIIMNPR one that impinges (to collide (to come together with violent impact)) [n -S] 

IMPISHLY HIILMPSY IMPISH, mischievous [adv] 

IMPLEDGE DEEGILMP to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

IMPLICIT CIIILMPT implied [adj] 

IMPLORER EILMOPRR one that implores (to beg for urgently) [n -S] 

IMPLYING GIILMNPY IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 

IMPOLICY CIILMOPY unwise course of action [n -CIES] 

IMPOLITE EIILMOPT not polite (showing consideration for others) [adj -R, -ST] 

IMPONING GIIMNNOP IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPOROUS IMOOPRSU extremely dense [adj] 

IMPORTED DEIMOPRT IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v] 

IMPORTER EIMOPRRT one that imports (to bring into country from abroad) [n -S] 

IMPOSING GIIMNOPS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory [v] 

IMPOSTED DEIMOPST IMPOST, to determine customs duties [v] 

IMPOSTER EIMOPRST impostor (one that poses as another for deceptive purposes) [n -S] 

IMPOSTOR IMOOPRST one that poses as another for deceptive purposes [n -S] 

IMPOTENT EIMNOPTT one that is powerless [n -S] 

IMPRIMIS IIIMMPRS in first place [adv] 

IMPRISON IIMNOPRS to confine (to shut within enclosure) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPROPER EIMOPPRR not proper (suitable (appropriate)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

IMPROVER EIMOPRRV one that improves (to make better) [n -S] 

IMPUDENT DEIMNPTU offensively bold or disrespectful [adj] 

IMPUGNED DEGIMNPU IMPUGN, to make insinuations against [v] 

IMPUGNER EGIMNPRU one that impugns (to make insinuations against) [n -S] 

IMPUNITY IIMNPTUY exemption from penalty [n -TIES] 

IMPURELY EILMPRUY IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adv] 

IMPUREST EIMPRSTU IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adj] 

IMPURITY IIMPRTUY something that is impure [n -TIES] 

IMPUTING GIIMNPTU IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 
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JUMPABLE ABEJLMPU JUMP, to spring off ground [adj] 

JUMPIEST EIJMPSTU JUMPY, nervous (easily excited) [adj] 

JUMPROPE EJMOPPRU rope used in children's games for jumping [n -S] 

JUMPSHOT HJMOPSTU type of shot in basketball [n -S] 

JUMPSIES EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over taut rope [n JUMPSIES] 

JUMPSUIT IJMPSTUU one-piece garment [n -S] 

KEMPIEST EEIKMPST KEMPY, having coarse hair or fibers [adj] 

LAMPASES AAELMPSS LAMPAS, inflammation of roof of horse's mouth [n] 

LAMPLESS AELLMPSS lacking lamp (device for giving light) [adj] 

LAMPPOST ALMOPPST post supporting streetlight [n -S] 

LAMPYRID ADILMPRY any of family of beetles [n -S] 

LIMPIDLY DIILLMPY LIMPID, transparent [adv] 

LIMPNESS EILMNPSS state of being limp (lacking rigidity (state of being rigid (not flexible; strict, harsh))) [n -ES] 

LUMPFISH FHILMPSU marine fish [n -ES] 

LUMPIEST EILMPSTU LUMPY, full of lumps [adj] 

LYMPHOID DHILMOPY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

LYMPHOMA AHLMMOPY type of tumor (abnormal swelling) [n -S, -TA] 

LYMPHOUS HLMOPSUY LYMPH, body fluid containing white blood cells [adj] 

NONEMPTY EMNNOPTY not empty (containing nothing (absence of all quantity or magnitude)) [adj] 

NYMPHEAN AEHMNNPY pertaining to nymph (female spirit) [adj] 

NYMPHING GHIMNNPY NYMPH, to fish using fly (hook with silk or feathers) that looks like larva [v] 

OLYMPIAD ADILMOPY celebration of Olympic Games [n -S] 

OMPHALOS AHLMOOPS navel (depression in abdomen) [n -LI, -LOI, -ES] 

OOMPAHED ADEHMOOP OOMPAH, to play repeated rhythmic bass accompaniment [v] 

PAMPERED ADEEMPPR PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

PAMPERER AEEMPPRR one that pampers (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [n -S] 

PAMPHLET AEHLMPPT to distribute pamphlets (small informative leaflets or booklets) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEMPHIGI EGHIIMPP PEMPHIGUS [n] 

PIMPLIER EIILMPPR PIMPLY, covered with pimples [adj] 

PLUMPEST ELMPPSTU PLUMP, well-rounded and full in form [adj] 

PLUMPIER EILMPPRU PLUMPY, plumpish (somewhat plump) [adj] 

PLUMPING GILMNPPU PLUMP, to make plump [v] 

PLUMPISH HILMPPSU somewhat plump [adj] 

PRIMPING GIIMNPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PROMPTED DEMOPPRT PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PROMPTER EMOPPRRT PROMPT, quick to act or respond [adj] / one that prompts (to induce to action) [n -S] 

PROMPTLY LMOPPRTY in prompt (quick to act or respond) manner [adv] 

PUMPABLE ABELMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [adj] 

PUMPJACK ACJKMPPU pumping apparatus at oil well [n -S] 

PUMPLESS ELMPPSSU lacking pump [adj] 

PUMPLIKE EIKLMPPU resembling pump [adj] 

RAMPAGER AAEGMPRR one that rampages (to move about wildly or violently) [n -S] 

RAMPANCY AACMNPRY state of being rampant (unrestrained (not restrained (restrain))) [n -S] 

REEMPLOY EELMOPRY to employ again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REIMPORT EIMOPRRT to import again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REIMPOSE EEIMOPRS to impose again [v -D, -SING, -S] 
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REPUMPED DEEMPPRU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

RESAMPLE AEELMPRS to sample again [v -D, -LING, -S] 

RETEMPER EEEMPRRT to temper again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REVAMPED ADEEMPRV REVAMP, to make over [v] 

REVAMPER AEEMPRRV one that revamps (to make over) [n -S] 

RIFAMPIN AFIIMNPR antibiotic [n -S] 

RIMPLING GIILMNPR RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPLESS ELMPRSSU RUMP, lower and back part of trunk [adj] 

RUMPLIER EILMPRRU RUMPLY, rumpled [adj] 

RUMPLING GILMNPRU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUMPUSES EMPRSSUU RUMPUS, noisy disturbance [n] 

SAMPHIRE AEHIMPRS European herb [n -S] 

SAMPLING AGILMNPS small part selected for analysis [n -S] / SAMPLE, to test representative portion of whole [v] 

SCAMPIES ACEIMPSS SCAMPI, large shrimp used in Italian cooking [n] 

SCAMPING ACGIMNPS SCAMP, to perform in hasty or careless manner [v] 

SCAMPISH ACHIMPSS rascally (characteristic of rascal) [adj] 

SCHLUMPY CHLMPSUY unattractive, slovenly [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCRIMPED CDEIMPRS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCRIMPER CEIMPRRS one that scrimps (to be very or overly thrifty) [n -S] 

SCRIMPIT CIIMPRST meager (deficient in quantity or quality) [adj] 

SCRUMPLE CELMPRSU to crumple, wrinkle [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SEMPLICE CEEILMPS simple -- used as musical direction [adj] 

SHLUMPED DEHLMPSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 

SHRIMPED DEHIMPRS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SHRIMPER EHIMPRRS shrimp fisher [n -S] 

SIMPERED DEEIMPRS SIMPER, to smile in silly manner [v] 

SIMPERER EEIMPRRS one that simpers (to smile in silly manner) [n -S] 

SIMPLEST EILMPSST SIMPLE, not complex or complicated [adj] 

SIMPLIFY FIILMPSY to make simple [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

SIMPLISM IILMMPSS tendency to oversimplify issue or problem [n -S] 

SIMPLIST IILMPSST person given to simplism [n -S] 

SKIMPIER EIIKMPRS SKIMPY, scanty (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [adj] 

SKIMPILY IIKLMPSY SKIMPY, scanty (meager (deficient in quantity or quality)) [adv] 

SKIMPING GIIKMNPS SKIMP, to scrimp (to be very or overly thrifty) [v] 

SLUMPIER EILMPRSU SLUMPY, characterized by fall in value or amount [adj] 

SLUMPING GILMNPSU SLUMP, to fall or sink suddenly [v] 

STAMPEDE ADEEMPST to cause to run away in headlong panic [v -D, -DING, -S] 

STAMPING AGIMNPST STAMP, to bring foot down heavily [v] 

STOMPIER EIMOPRST STOMPY, conducive to stomping feet [adj] 

STOMPING GIMNOPST STOMP, to tread heavily [v] 

STRUMPET EMPRSTTU prostitute [n -S] 

STUMPAGE AEGMPSTU uncut marketable timber [n -S] 

STUMPIER EIMPRSTU STUMPY, short and thick [adj] 

STUMPILY ILMPSTUY STUMPY, short and thick [adv] 

STUMPING GIMNPSTU STUMP, to baffle (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [v] 

SUMPWEED DEEMPSUW marsh plant [n -S] 
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SWAMPIER AEIMPRSW SWAMPY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

SWAMPING AGIMNPSW SWAMP, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

SWAMPISH AHIMPSSW swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

SYMPATHY AHMPSTYY feeling of compassion for another's suffering [n -HIES] 

SYMPATRY AMPRSTYY state of occupying same area without loss of identity from interbreeding [n -RIES] 

SYMPHONY HMNOPSYY orchestral composition [n -NIES] 

SYMPODIA ADIMOPSY plant stems made up of series of superposed branches [n SYMPODIA] 

SYMPOSIA AIMOPSSY conferences for purpose of discussion [n SYMPOSIA] 

TAMPERED ADEEMPRT TAMPER, to interfere in harmful manner [v] 

TAMPERER AEEMPRRT one that tampers (to interfere in harmful manner) [n -S] 

TAMPONED ADEMNOPT TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TEMPERED DEEEMPRT TEMPER, to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent [v] 

TEMPERER EEEMPRRT one that tempers (to moderate by adding counterbalancing agent) [n -S] 

TEMPLATE AEELMPTT pattern used as guide in making something [n -S] 

TEMPORAL AELMOPRT bone of skull [n -S] 

TEMPTING EGIMNPTT TEMPT, to entice to commit unwise or immoral act [v] 

THUMPING GHIMNPTU THUMP, to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound [v] 

TIMPANUM AIMMNPTU tympanum (middle ear) [n -NA, -S] 

TRAMPIER AEIMPRRT TRAMPY, having characteristics of vagrant [adj] 

TRAMPING AGIMNPRT TRAMP, to walk with firm, heavy step [v] 

TRAMPISH AHIMPRST resembling vagabond [adj] 

TRAMPLER AELMPRRT one that tramples (to tread on heavily) [n -S] 

TROMPING GIMNOPRT TROMP, to tramp (to walk with firm, heavy step) [v] 

TRUMPERY EMPRRTUY worthless finery [n -RIES] 

TRUMPING GIMNPRTU TRUMP, to outdo (to exceed in performance) [v] 

TUMPLINE EILMNPTU strap for supporting load on back [n -S] 

TYMPANAL AALMNPTY tympanic (pertaining to tympanum (middle ear)) [adj] 

TYMPANIC ACIMNPTY pertaining to tympanum (middle ear) [adj] 

TYMPANUM AMMNPTUY middle ear [n -NA, -S] 

UMPIRAGE AEGIMPRU function of umpire [n -S] 

UMPIRING GIIMNPRU UMPIRE, to act as umpire (person appointed to rule on plays in game) [v] 

UMPTIEST EIMPSTTU UMPTY, umpteen (indefinitely numerous) [adj] 

UNDAMPED ADDEMNPU not damped (to lessen in intensity) [adj] 

VAMPIEST AEIMPSTV VAMPY, seductive [adj] 

VAMPIRIC ACIIMPRV VAMPIRE, reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [adj] 

VAMPLATE AAELMPTV circular metal plate on spear or lance for protecting hand [n -S] 

WAMPUSES AEMPSSUW WAMPUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WHIMPERS EHIMPRSW WHIMPER, to cry with plaintive, broken sounds [v] 

WHOMPING GHIMNOPW WHOMP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHUMPING GHIMNPUW WHUMP, to thump (to strike so as to make dull, heavy sound) [v] 

WIMPIEST EIIMPSTW WIMPY, weak, ineffectual [adj] 

WIMPLING GIILMNPW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

 

8s end -MP 

BLOWLAMP ABLLMOPW blowtorch [n -S] 

FIREDAMP ADEFIMPR combustible gas [n -S] 
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HEADLAMP AADEHLMP light on front of car [n -S] 

LONGJUMP GJLMNOPU to jump for distance from running start [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MILLIAMP AIILLMMP one thousandth of ampere [n -S] 

MINICAMP ACIIMMNP short training camp for football players [n -S] 

MISSTAMP AIMMPSST to stamp wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

NONTRUMP MNNOPRTU not having trump [adj] 

OUTTRUMP MOPRTTUU to outplay (to excel or defeat in game) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERPUMP EMOPPRUV to pump to excess [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESTAMP AEMPPRST to stamp beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TAILLAMP AAILLMPT light at rear of vehicle [n -S] 

 


